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Reminder of PSIA Operating Policy
Antitrust
The discussion should not address market allocation, pricing, or similar anticompetitive matters.
Intellectual Property
If a participant knows his or her company has patent claims that cover a portion of the spec or standard
under discussion, he or she is obligated to disclose those claims, and the company must either agree to
negotiate RAND (Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory) license terms or the WG will have to try to work
around the claims (and the company may be asked not to participate further if this happens repeatedly).

Agenda:
1. Minutes of last meeting
2. ASIS review
3. Planning for next steps and ISC West 2016
4. Any other business
5. Next meeting/time

Attendance:
 Darren Bain, RightCrowd
 Dave Bunzel, PSIA
 Shayne Bates, Microsoft Global Security
 Jeff Longo, Kastle Systems
Discussion:
 Meeting opened at 5:00pm EST
 The PLAI session and discussions at ASIS were discussed
o The session was seen to have been very successful with about 50
attendees and good presentations and discussions afterwards
 A request to get more ASIS activities involved with PLAI was made (ASIS
chapter events etc.) and Shayne advised that he would follow that up and advise
 What we should aim to demonstrate or present at ISC West 2016 was discussed
and it was generally agreed that a demonstration of PLAI working with the eastbound interfaces would be a great next step

Examples such as badging in to a reader and then seeing lights go on, or
a fan start or stop were suggested. This will be further explored in coming
meetings with input from other PLAI WG members
The idea of a plug-fest for ISC West was also discussed and further interaction
on this is required
Meeting closed at 5:45pm EST
o




New/Open Action Items:
 (opened 8/19/2015) Dave Adams advised that HID are looking to follow the
process and will advise when this might occur (a discussion was also held on
getting another vendor who is already a part of the PLAI group to follow through
the new implementation guide and process as a way of giving first hand feedback
on the experience and if further changes could be made to improve it)
 (opened 10/14/2015) Shayne to advise on what other ASIS events we can
promote PLAI at
Closed Action Items
Next Meeting: October 28, 2015 5pm EST (India meeting to be scheduled for 9:30am
PST the same day)

